Use rubbing alcohol to remove the label from a
ziplock bag. Then use a permanent marker to draw
the outline of a snowman. Put hair gel into the bag.
Add snowman “pieces”—can use buttons, sequence,
black beans, etc. Zip close, seal, tape shut. Child
will push around the pieces to “build” the snowman!

Dump salt into a tray. Child
can then use a pencil, straw, or
just their finger to draw or
practice writing.

Fill a bowl with cotton
balls. Give child a
spoon, tweezers or
tongs and other
containers.
Depending on their age, child will transfer cotton
balls from one container to another. You can let
them play freely or give them a certain number to
do. You can even lead into number recognition
and then addition and subtraction.
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Gather some snow and bring
it inside. Put it in a large
container and lay out a towel.
Color some cups of water with food coloring. Use a dropper to
gather water and color the snow. Experiment! You can also take
this experiment outside. Another idea is to fill a spray bottle with
colored water to spray in the snow.

Like the experiment above, just set out some bowls, cups,
large spoons, plastic toys—and let them play! You may be
surprised how long your child will be entertained with
scooping and dumping (snow or just water!...add some
ice, too!)

1. Put these ingredients in a plastic container or
cup:
about 2 tablespoons dish soap
food coloring (optional)
1/2 cup baking soda
1-2 tablespoons warm water

(HINT: If you want your snow volcano to propel
up use a container with a narrow top)
2. Mix the ingredients.

3. Set the container in the snow and push snow
around the cup so you can’t see the cup anymore.
4. Pour vinegar in the cup!

